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“From the ashes grew sweet liberty 

Like the seeds of the pines when the forest burns 

They open up to grow and burn again. 

It should have been different 

It could have been easy… 

And it burns like wildfire” 

-Mandolin Orange 

 

Midge Girl,   

 

Do you remember the time you were driving me from Maine to Wyoming, the first 

summer I came out here to work, and we stayed the night at the Red Roof Inn even 

though it seemed sketchy, and even though they made us sign our names in that leather-

bound book at the front desk like we were at a wedding, or a funeral, instead of a divey-

but-good-enough hotel in… where was it… Coralville, Iowa? Coraltown? 

 

I bring this up because the only decent movie we found on T.V. was that one where the 

hooker (sorry, sex worker…) purposely got pregnant with the quirky but distinguished 

theology professor. Do you remember? He was lonely and looking for God in books and 

ideas, but had this late-night carnal thing going on. She was lonely and looking for God 

in bodies and booze but had this daytime genius thing going on. Pretty deep when you 

think about it, or at least as far as clichés go. We laughed as the opening credits rolled 

because it seemed to be filmed in some mash-up college town that somehow resembled 

both Cambridge and Chapel Hill. That drive out west was right after your mom died, and 

I remember how hard you hit the pillow every night. You slept so heavily, but you were 

so disturbed those first few months. I can’t remember how much of the movie you 

watched with me, or how much I watched alone nursing a warm lime-flavored pilsner, 

stroking your mop of curls. But for the sake of this letter, and what I am about to write, I 

hope this movie rings at least a fraction of a bell.  

 

What I want to say, about that movie, is that there was this scene that I can’t fucking get 

out of my mind. Last week when we were fighting the blaze at Cole Creek there was this 

period of a few hours where I think I was kind of, I don’t know, stoned from the heat? I 

was staring into that fire like it had some Truth for me, and the only thing I was thinking 

about, for like two hours, was that part in the movie where the kid meets her dad for the 

first time, and the way they frame it, it’s like the little girl is the incarnation of all the 

longings of the mom –for stability and peace – and all the desires of the dad –for 

presence, and for something or someone to anchor him to time, and to his body. She was 

muddy and had ketchup on her face, and looked just like her mom, but she was saying 

something philosophical about what it means to have faith when things don’t go your 

way. 

 



 

 

I don’t even think the writers were trying to go there, but I guess the whole thing kind of 

pisses me off. Like, you got pregnant on your first try, and then somehow your beautiful, 

healthy baby like healed every ontological wound you ever had, and her steps were 

ordered as some profound resolution to every chaos, past or present, that ever lined your 

life.  

 

I guess it pisses me off on a lot of levels. The first is obvious. That it’s been so hard to get 

pregnant with you. To the point where I resent even fictional characters who just decide, 

“I’m going to get pregnant today,” and then do. It kind of reminds me of the time when 

Cassie asked you how you know when you’re ovulating, when she was three months 

pregnant and we’d been trying for two years. How much money do you think we’ve spent 

on fertility stuff? How much time, and stress, and fights, and love lost, and timelines 

redacted or ditched altogether? My chest is tightening just thinking about it. Why am I 

taking this so seriously? It’s not that serious. Maybe that little girl in the movie is right, 

and faith is not what the eye can see or whatever, but something deeper or wider or less 

contingent on what happens in your life and only really contingent on contingency itself.  

 

Okay, the second level is this. Having a baby isn’t the answer to the riddle of time, right? 

And by that I mean, it doesn’t solve all the longing and make the heart complete? It’s 

easy to feel like it does, but I bet having a kid is hard and messy and sometimes horrible. 

By the way, I had this dream the other night that we were back together. And we found a 

little dog behind a truck stop. She was kind of awkwardly proportioned, but cute, and 

brown, and we called her Pinecone, and got her all these little hot dogs and things to eat 

from the gas station and she was so happy that butt wiggled. 

 

Okay, all of this is a long-winded way of saying that I miss you. And I’m sorry things 

were so hard before I left, and I’m sorry that I left you on an emotional level before I ever 

got in the truck to come out here. It was just a lot. And also – do you think there might be 

hope yet for us? I don’t think you do, but I want you to know that I am at least wondering 

about that.  

 

Peace, 

Clyde 

 

P.S. Do you think fire is alive? I used to not think so, but now I’m on the fence. Give me 

your spiritual answer, not your scientist answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Hi Clyde, 

 

Did you know that if two cars were floating in space, virtually weightless, but their paths 

intersected, it would still be a wreck? Just because they are weightless does not mean that 

there would be no damage done. This is because of their mass. They are still dense even 

though they are floating.  

 

When we first started trying to get pregnant I felt weightless, floating, orbiting you while 

you orbited me. Our love cut the invisible strings of gravity and we were free. I can look 

back now and see that we were headed for a collision. Even though I felt weightless at the 

time the shrapnel created from that crash would fly, sending splinters into our shared past 

and our separate futures. I still feel those splinters now even as I write this. Its like if I sit 

still I almost feel nothing but then sometimes even a slight move can send screaming pain 

up through my heart and into my brain, lighting it up like a fire cracker set off in an old 

coffee can. The shrapnel has even destroyed memories that occurred years before our 

crash. How is that possible? Like the first Christmas Eve we spent together. We pulled 

your mattress into the living room so we could sleep in front of the potbelly stove in your 

old apartment on Iowa Street. We opened one present each then fucked for hours until we 

fell asleep then woke up in the morning and opened the rest of the presents while we 

drank coffee in bed. Now when I think of that night there are flashes of pain that rip 

through it like poison arrow darts. I can't undo it. I've tried. 

 

I also used to love thinking about the time we drove from Miami to Key West in your 

dads Miata. By the end of the weekend I didn’t even have a tan because we spent the 

days in bed and the nights swimming in the hotel pool. I wish at least that memory was 

untouched, but its not. Shrapnel.  

 

I have been thinking about your question: is fire alive? The spiritual answer is I don't 

care. But I will tell you this, my anger feels alive. It’s growing inside of me like a 

mangled and matted kudzu vine, runners so thick they are choking me.  

 

And to answer your initial question, I am going to call upon the wisdom of Mrs. Joann 

Kitchen, my next-door neighbor growing up. She was married to a preacher who was 

small-town famous which made her small-town famous too. Everyone always asked her 

to sit on such-and-such committee, bake pies, speak at the women’s luncheon. They also 

had six kids. And you know what she would always say? She would say, “I’m sorry. That 

will not be possible.” So badass. I bet she had to practice that line a hundred times, alone, 

before she could ever say it to someone else without her voice shaking. The lone feminist 

in my childhood memory. Here’s to you, Mrs. Kitchen. And to you, Clyde: I’m sorry, but 

that will not be possible.  

 

M 

 

P.S. I saw two guys died last week. Be safe. Really. I’m super mad at you but I’d still be 

real bummed if you burned up.  

 



 

 

Hi Midge, 

 

Dispatch from blazin’ Cali. Thanks for your letter. Mrs. Kitchen sounds like a real pistol. 

I love it. And I get that it’s not possible for you right now. I really do. I think I missed the 

mark in a lot of ways this year. I was not present to myself, let alone to you, and I think 

the weight of our infertility split my foundation in half and left me uneven in a way that I 

could only really feel once I stood on different soil. I need to keep praying about that and 

about my patterns that hurt you, and why they are that way. I feel pretty defeated and lost 

right now. 

 

Speaking of different soil, one of the first things I thought to myself when I got out here 

was that this was definitely not land where the Civil War was fought. The curves of the 

land are not right, it doesn’t smell right. You know, it’s guitar, not dulcimer. It’s oranges, 

not paw paws. Almonds, not pecans. There is no red brick here, no hard woods. 

 

In a strange way, though, it feels like I am on some kind of battleground. Right? This is 

the most destructive fire season in California history. Just like in 1863, these fires are 

without a doubt a violent manifestation of a refusal to imagine another possible future. 

Namely, now, a future where we aren’t foreclosing on the earth’s life-force, and our own 

by association. Seriously! That’s what it comes down to. Do you believe that creation is 

good, and are you willing to defend it? I’m not really sure why we would want to bring a 

child into this drama, really. I mean, not because I don’t think our little one could bear 

witness, or be a defender of that good, but because I read somewhere recently that the 

single most impactful choice a person can make when it comes to climate change is 

whether or not to reproduce.  

 

Think of it – all the plastic straws and car trips and paper and hot air and cold air a human 

needs in their life. Like really imagine it – as a mass of energy and matter. Like that 

mosaic island of trash in the sea. Is that right? Is that the right way of thinking through 

this? Am I being too much? Lolz. Plastic is sin. 

 

Maybe I’m just trying to convince myself that it’s okay that it never happened. The baby, 

that is. Maybe the rainforest rejoices and the trees clap their hands – one less human 

invader to worry about, even if our baby would have been cherubic. I’m sorry if this is a 

hard conversation to have over letter. If you don’t write back, I’ll understand. 

 

One of the first things we learned in firefighter training was the necessary recipe for fire. 

As it turns out, negative space is everything. Too much stuff, too much wood in the pile 

and too close together, means the fire doesn’t have space to grow. I think that’s how I felt 

before I left. There wasn’t enough negative space. Just piling on stuff and thinking that 

by researching enough, or saving enough, or doing enough, we could make this baby be. 

There wasn’t space to feel the loss or sit with the discomfort of unknowing. When I’m 

out here, I feel like I can control things in this really concrete way by what I do and how I 

move in the fire. But also, simultaneously, there’s a spaciousness within the task at hand 

that makes me feel like my mind and heart are tracks that sometimes, somehow, through 

grace, meet and touch. 



 

 

 

Look in the corners of the envelope. I put some weird tiny seeds in there. I don’t know 

what they are, but their forms intrigued me. Especially the one that looks like a purse 

and/or rotary phone. 

 

Love, 

Clyde 

 

 

Clyde,  

 

I'm not ready to talk about fertility stuff with you but thank you for the seeds. I think they 

are pyrophytic, meaning they need fire to germinate. Sadly for them they have been 

mailed away from the fire. These look like they came from a twisted pine (pinus 

contorta). The cone they came from must have gone through the fire already. The cones 

of twisted pines are coated in a thick resin that only melts in extreme heat to release the 

seeds. Twisted pines are dependent on fire to maintain a healthy diversity of tree age in a 

given forest. Pyrophytes often produce volatile oils that promote fires. Did you know 

that? Humans aren't the only life form that can be selfish. Wink wink.  

 

I feel you on needing space though. I have been feeling a little better in the past few days. 

I took some time off work and went to stay with my brother on the farm. Of course you 

want to know about the twins and of course they are as gorgeous and plump as ever. And 

of course its still painful at times thinking about how easily they got pregnant not just 

with one healthy baby but with two. Motherfucker. They are exactly 18 months today I 

just realized. Thank God I can love them despite my pain and jealousy. Grace for the win 

I guess.  

 

The tomatoes are about to come on at the farm. While I was there I assigned myself the 

task of weeding them just so I could be surrounded by the smell of tomato vines. At the 

end of the day my face had a neon glow from the pollen dusting. Also my brother planted 

those black pineapple tomato seeds I gave him. The tomatoes look like they dropped acid. 

Wish I could send you one.  

 

And global warming. Sigh. I’ll save that topic for next letter. But on the topic of letters, 

why do I keep sending them? Because I’m a sucker, that’s why. And because even 

though I am trying not to love you it feels kinda safe to like you.  

 

xo 

m 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Midge, 

 

Something that I learned from you these past nine years is how to be more in your/in my 

body. The tomato story reminded me of that, and of the way that when you eat (especially 

things like tomatoes) you seem to want as much of the juice as possible to drip down 

your chin. I hate that feeling! For you, I think, it’s a way of feeling alive. For me, it’s a 

reminder of how many things in my life feel out of place, uncontained. I always want to 

hand you a napkin, tell you that you’re embarrassing me. But obviously, I’m also 

somehow fond of your messiness and the way you embrace the juice… 

 

My relationship to my body is weird out here. I like the way the firefighting gear flattens 

my form, and makes my silhouette more…androgynous, I guess? I feel at home in my 

baggy pants and safe inside these layers. I don’t feel like I usually do, which is that I 

could take or leave having boobs. Out here, they’re concealed under all my shit but I can 

still feel sweat rolling down the space between them, trickling, gathering. That contrast 

between the hidden-ness of my body and the confrontation with the heat and the sweat is 

something else. It’s home for me right now. That, and listening to Patsy Cline or The 

Talking Heads while I take ice cold showers at the end of the day. Some church donated a 

bunch of shampoo and body wash to us last week. Naturally, it’s all very gendered, so my 

choices for scent are either “Riptide” or “Coconut Vanilla Mist.” Can you guess which 

one I chose? Hint – riptide smells like…spring break at Myrtle Beach in the 90s. 

 

On a related, infuriating note – did you hear that they found the cause of this fire? It was 

actually the result of a fucking GENDER REVEAL PARTY. Yes, this guy thought it 

would be cool to set off either pink or blue fireworks to announce to the world whether 

he was having a boy or a girl. There are so many things wrong with this. I know I don’t 

need to elaborate on them, cuz like, you get it…but seriously?! Seriously. That you care 

more about the sex of your child, and what that will mean for who they are, than you do 

about making sure the planet is livable for them? I pray for the earth and for the 

destruction of the earth, and for our minds that so lack imagination. 

 

I get that you don’t want to talk about baby stuff. That shit is really hard. I’ll be honest 

and say that I feel like I’m really just starting to understand it as something beyond bad 

luck or bad timing, but more as a form of grief that is pervading my life. Losing those 

dreams and visions for us and for our life together, losing the image I love, of me as 

butch mom/dad coming home from work and tinkering in the garage, drinking a beer, 

while kids run around. Or even more simply than that, rocking a baby to sleep in that old 

rocking chair we had. The creaky one with the orange flowers. Listening to a baseball 

game on the radio, or crickets chirping, or, if we were back home, watching snow sift 

through the sky. I’d be a really good dad.  

 

Sometimes I wonder if we should have pursued the adoption thing a little more. But 

remember how creepy those websites were? Like, Tinder but for kids with attachment 

issues and bad hair. I remember the first time we inquired about one of those kids … I 

think he was six, and we thought he looked like he could be our biological child if 

science could allow two women to conceive. Freckles, red blonde hair, blue eyes. “Can 



 

 

be shy at first,” his profile said, “loves fruit snacks and action figures. Would do well in a 

busy, active family.” Read: antisocial, doesn’t bond with caregivers, raging hyperactivity. 

The kid killed a family cat and can’t be left unsupervised for any period of time…  

 

Damn, if someone like me or you had rocked him in the orange-flower-chair, it could 

have been different. His world might make an ounce of sense. God bless the parents who 

feel called to love on the ones like him, who transmit their trauma the same way they 

wipe snot on their sleeves. I consider our breakup a trauma in my life. Losing my lover 

and my confidant. Losing this part of my story of myself or at least the last 10 years of 

myself. I can’t imagine losing your mother like all these kids. Losing your origin point. I 

can’t imagine a disruption of your identity so severe, so foundational. It makes me really 

sad. I feel really sad. I know you can imagine all of that, and I wonder if that’s what you 

felt like when your mom died? 

 

I find myself wondering what you think about these things – parenting, loss, imagination, 

possibility - now after a little space and time, but I feel too nervous to ask you directly. 

Maybe its selfish of me to think I’m entitled to know. Wink wink.  

 

Write me back if you have space in your emotional terrain and if you’re not stuck in the 

lab.  

 

Your likable friend,  

Clyde  

 

Clyde,  

 

I am sad that you are sad. I am sad too but still mad. The two emotions line up like a soft 

serve twist. If you hold it just right you can’t see the other flavor. But then it melts and 

becomes a mess anyway.   

 

I do think about those kids. I do think about you being a dad. I also do think about your 

boobs. If you were trying to not be sexy you failed.  

 

The time and space has been helpful and healing for sure. You know how I always talk 

about the z-axis? If x is time and y is space then z is God/the unknown/the source? I have 

been spending some time in the z-axis. The other day I was looking at a cross sections of 

a Christmas cactus stem under the microscope for so long that for a second I felt like I 

was looking at the grid of a cityscape from an airplane, the turgid cell walls marking the 

avenues and streets. When I came back to reality I felt like a fraction of a fraction of my 

heartache had been healed. I felt like here is an order to things even if I don’t get it. Like I 

am still mad at you but less. Like a part of me can trust the “beyond” to have a plan. 

Trippy. Remember when Donna did my astrological chart and came to the conclusion 

that I should never do drugs because my sense of reality was already so warped? 

Spending time in the z-axis has led me to concur with her diagnosis.  

 



 

 

Anyway…thoughts on if we should have pursued adoption- can’t go there yet. I don’t 

really want to think about “we” doing anything right now. I will say this: I wanted it to be 

easy. I wanted to accidently get pregnant on a first date or after a rowdy New Years Eve 

party. I wanted to not even realize I missed my period for a month or more just to come 

to the shocking conclusion that I was pregnant. I wanted to have had zero heartache but 

still get a baby. None of those things will ever happen for me. If I ever have a baby of my 

own it will only be after an amazing outpouring of energy, and navigating annoyingly 

public logistics… regardless of if this baby came out of my vagina or someone else’s.  

 

Do you remember when we had sex at JJ and Lena’s wedding? It was dusk. We were far 

enough from the party that the lights didn’t catch us but close enough to make out words 

of people talking. I had orange underwear on. You took them off. What if I had gotten 

pregnant then? Seems almost as unbelievable as Gabriel’s announcement to Mary. My 

love for you that night was immaculate. The picture of us later that night taken in the 

photo booth is my all time favorite. I wish we could show that picture to a kid and say- 

this is the night we made you. We made you from our wild and uncontainable love.  

 

I guess what I am trying to say is that my loss could be endlessly excavated, stratum after 

stratum of cold, hard, lifeless rock. When I am in my grief the idea of fire means nothing 

to me. Heat is a word that is brittle and sparse. But when I think about sweat dripping 

between your tits I want to fuck you till we both cry. Not because I miss you, but because 

I want to finally feel some hot climax to this drafty, depressing holding pattern we seem 

to be stuck in. 

 

Midge  

 

 

 

Midge, 

 

That was a great wedding, wasn’t it? You know I’m not big on marriage, but that was just 

one big ole love fest and everyone there was so drunk and happy, and sincere…the toasts 

were so sincere. It made me realize why people do it. I think by the time they got 

married, they had accumulated two abortions and a miscarriage – a reminder to me that 

other people have baby baggage too, and life is complicated, and there is still much to 

celebrate and lots of damp grass to roll around in, despite it all.  

 

The memory, of the wedding, seems out of place in some way – the experience of wild 

abandon feels like something that’s hard to come by these days, and that I wish I could 

inhabit more. I also think about the time when we were in the library overnight. That 

memory feels the same to me, even though it isn’t quite as…risky? The way you bent 

over the counter as you poured through those massive biology text books – the way you 

motioned for me to stand behind you, and I put my hands on your hips, and pressed my 

hips firm against your ass, looking over your shoulder at the elaborate illustrations while 

you read to me about how pecan trees fruit. The smell of that library – paper and water – 

is still one that I associate with me right behind you, and the way your back, when bent 



 

 

down, widens and softens, and contains a thousand places where my body can be like a 

moss growing softly alongside.  

 

I really wasn’t writing about my boobs to turn you on. Really, there are lots of other ways 

I want you to think of me before that, or them, or whatever. Like how I look when 

drinking cold beer out of a bottle, sipping it out of the corner of my mouth while sitting, 

baggy overalls, and boots, on a bar stool at The Star Inn. I digress… 

 

I think the point of my letter was more just…letting you know that I’m changing maybe, 

and that my body and my brain aren’t feeling like distant countries from one another 

these days. But, if there was a side effect of turning you on, I can’t say I regret that move. 

I’m not, by the way, totally convinced that you aren’t feeling just a little bit of heat? It’s 

interesting to me that you go to such a cold place, and I get so hot and ragey about things 

not going as I want them to, or feel they should. I wish I could explain to you how mad it 

all makes me – how I feel this sense of my chest being squeezed to the point of melting. 

It is so real as to seem unsurvivable at times. I am so mad about not being able to create 

new life that it makes me want to kill something. Isn’t that ironic? That’s usually when I 

hurl something across the room or damn everything I love and value to hell, just to be 

able to breathe again.  

 

I think about Mary a lot, to be honest. Mostly I think about how terrifying it is when life 

doesn’t go as you planned, but when you have some unshakable, inexplicable sense that 

God is up to something amazing. Like, the blessing that comes in releasing expectation, 

and making room (literally) for the unimaginable?  

 

Getting back with you seems about as impossible as virgin birth right now – but I guess 

I’m holding out faith that some day you might forgive me for the distance I’ve put 

between us, and may even find it within you to make a bridge with me and step out onto 

it.  

 

By the way, did national news cover the report about the fire? They figured out what 

caused it. “Border Patrol Agent’s Gender-Reveal Party Ignites Wildfire.” Look it up if 

you haven’t already. I don’t know whether to laugh or cry, but honestly I’m too tired to 

get “fired up” about it…lol…but seriously. WTF.   

 

Clyde 

 

Hey Clyde,  

 

I didn’t say this earlier, because I was caught up in my feelings, but I did see the news 

and have been thinking a lot about the gender reveal party that caused the fire you are 

now fighting. I am actually kind of fixated on it. To think about someone like you who 

occupies the beautiful space beyond male or female is risking your life to stop a fire that 

was started by someone that felt the need to prop up the gender binary so hard that he 

used rifle and fucking tannerite. I had to look up what tannerite is and its defined as a 



 

 

BINARY EXPLOSIVE! My blood is boiling. Why do these people get to have babies 

and we don’t??????? 

 

It makes me think of this article I read a few years ago about how if there were a third 

person singular pronoun besides “it” to use for the environment then people would have 

an easier time connecting to the fragility of the earth and the harms of climate change. 

People are already so opposed to using the pronoun “they” for gender non-conforming 

folks I think people might lose it if a further change were suggested. Why are people so 

opposed to changing language? Shouldn’t it evolve as we do? Bend to fit our needs? Isn’t 

the sole purpose of words to communicate and if there are no words for what we mean 

shouldn’t we make some? 

 

Midge  

 

 

Clyde-  

 

I know its your turn to write but I just had the weirdest day of my life. It started with a 

super trippy dream.  You know those dreams where you wake up into a dream that feels 

like reality only to realize you are still sleeping and dreaming? It was one of those. I 

woke up and was in my bed. I felt like I was going to puke and ran to the bathroom. I 

barely made it when out of my mouth came dozens and dozens of orange poppies. They 

filled the toilet and spilled onto the floor. Brilliant shades of burnt, irreverent orange with 

stamens so yellow that they almost hurt my eyes. I was so astounded and confused. With 

a poppy still hanging off of my lip I looked over at the full length mirror I have in the 

bathroom to realize I was PREGNANT! As I stared in the mirror I heard a slow din of 

fire crackling, the sound grew until there was a loud pop, like when a cinder explodes. 

The sound woke me from this dream within a dream. I sat straight up in bed, hands to 

belly immediately, to feel nothing. Flat as a board. The dream was gone and my 

dream/our dream was still only a fading hope. I cried.  

 

Then later that day Donna took me to a tarot reader. We had planned this weeks ago 

actually. She can tell I am still depressed and thought this might be helpful. I mean I 

know that she knows that I don’t believe in this stuff but she just said it might be fun. 

What she is presenting under the guise of “fun” is really, I think, her believing that the 

cards will reveal something to me that will propel me out of my vegetative state back into 

the firecracker of my former self before…well…you know… 

 

So we get there and its like SO CHEESY but you know me, I’m nothing if not game so I 

kept an open mind. She did Donna’s tarot first and was like (I’m paraphrasing)- Donna 

there is romance on the horizon, you will meet someone to fill all of your emotional 

nooks and crannies, you will get all the things that you want but it will come at great cost. 

Donna was so stoked she basically had an orgasm while this woman was talking. Sigh. 

Then it was my turn. The first card she turned over was the Two of Cups. I had never 

seen the card before but it’s basically a card of a man and a woman (yes the cards are 

even invested in the binary…annoying) each holding a cup and staring into each others 



 

 

eyes. I will be honest, I felt mildly intrigued that this was the first card pulled. The 

woman goes to pull the second card but she stops, she puts her hand to her head like she 

is dizzy. I look at her hand on her head and realized she was sweating. The room was 

pretty cool, this is when things got super weird. She closed her eyes and apologized, 

pinching the bridge of her nose. I was kind of thinking this is probably part of her act. 

She opened her eyes and was looking at me but kind of through me. She apologized again 

and said- “All I can see are orange flowers”. A cold volt of electricity felt like it shot up 

my spine. I looked at the woman again, it was like the most intense eye contact I have 

made in my life. “I can’t get past them. Every time I try its just more orange flowers. 

What are they… poppies?” She asked this like she knew the answer. Then very abruptly 

she put her hand over her mouth and said “I’m going to be sick!” She then rushed out of 

the room saying over her shoulder- “reading is over, please leave”. Donna’s eyes were as 

big as saucers and she was kind of smiling in this really excited way, like she got what 

she came for.   

 

On the train home Donna quizzed me in like a million different ways about what poppies 

mean to me. I for sure did not share with her the poppy dream I had had only a few hours 

before.  

 

When I got home I looked up poppies. I didn’t recognize the ones that came pouring out 

of my mouth in the dream. I found it. Papaver californium, commonly known as fire 

poppy as it is not uncommon to see them growing after a burn has moved through.  

 

I cannot wrap my head around this. Can you? Please write me with your thoughts.  

 

Midge 

 

Hi, 

 

That shit is really weird. Like, really weird. Do you think you are haunted? LOL. I am a 

little worried about your mental health…this feels kinda like when you were manic after 

your mom got diagnosed, but I also feel like of all the people I know, you are the most 

magic. Or, magic likes you enough to follow you around, like a three-legged dog, at least.  

 

I have a few ideas about what this could mean. The first is…you still wanna have my 

baby. Or a baby, at least. But I feel like the fact that you are writing this to me means, in 

some way, the desire to create together is still there, even if it also makes you feel like 

you are going to puke.  

 

Another idea is that possibly you ate some edibles, watched the Wizard of Oz, and woke 

up with a hazy memory of the night that you convinced yourself was a dream. Ha. Did 

the fortune teller really say “poppy” or is it possible that she said something like “does 

the letter P mean anything to you?” and you ran with it? Not trying to be a jerk, just 

lovingly suggesting that sometimes your imagination is a little slippery. 

 



 

 

But for the sake of this discussion, let’s say she said “poppy.” What do you think The 

Universe/God has planned for us? Keep me posted.  

 

Clyde 

 

 

Clyde- 

 

I had another dream. They are so bananas lately. After you mentioned the pecan trees a 

few letters back they made it into my dreamscape. Mast fruiting is so magical and weird, 

anyway I think that’s what I was telling you about at the library. Remember? How the 

pecan trees are in constant conversation about when they will fruit and then they do it all 

together with no discernable pattern. The branches of an entire grove laden with nuts, 

littering the ground and overwhelming the squirrels in order to guarantee that some 

would germinate to make new trees. We don’t know how they do this but my favorite 

theory is through mycelium, the fine white filaments that connect fungus underground. 

Well mycelium, had a cameo in my dream too. The dream started with us as the Two of 

Cups. Rooted in the dirt, connected by a glowing network of mycelium, from your feet to 

mine. We spoke no words but communicated through the endless subterranean web that 

joined our thoughts. In the dream the communication we shared felt palpable, tactile, 

embodied and on the verge of orgasmic. Like you were inside of me and I was inside of 

you.  In the dream I understood that we were together deciding when we both would get 

pregnant. Like we were planning on being pregnant at the same time, bearing fruit 

together like the pecan trees. Mast fruiting. Merging. When the feeling became almost 

unbearable I looked into your eyes but instead of seeing them I saw through them into the 

inky black universe filled with a million brilliant galaxies. I woke up having an orgasm. I 

have taken a pregnancy test every day since then. All negative. Am I going crazy???? 

 

xx,  

Midge 

 

P.S. I started seeing my therapist again. She does not think I am crazy but she does want 

to see me weekly to keep a close eye on me. Wink wink. 

 

 

Midge, 

 

Wow. That sounds really…nutty. Also, I am glad you are seeing your therapist. I would 

have suggested it otherwise just to make sure this is just your magic brain and not 

something we should be more concerned about. I feel like when I was a kid, I had access 

to the kind of worlds that you do now, but at some point the gate closed. I wonder why 

that is, why the magic gets lost for some of us. I envy you for sure, and wish at times that 

I could escape the way you do.  

 

In other news I’ve been feeling a little off lately. I can’t seem to stay hydrated in the heat, 

and I actually threw up once. There were no poppies, just blue Gatorade and saltines. 



 

 

That’s an automatic trip to the med tent for us, to be checked for dehydration. The medic 

gave me some saline bags and I’ll see the doctor in a few days for a full exam. I’m 

benched until then. It’s weird, this has never happened to me in all the years that I’ve 

been fighting fires. I’m usually so on point with my hydration. Maybe it’s because I’m in 

my thirties now. Sigh. Maybe I’m just exhausted. I mean, I’m sure I’m exhausted. I just 

can’t seem to shake it. 

 

Send me some subterranean healing vibes with your mycelium…mmk? 

 

-C 

 

Clyde,  

 

I think you are magic. And yes I think a lot of this is my magic brain but I DO think 

something else is going on because I had another “episode” today when I was getting a 

massage. My brother set it up. He knows this woman, Shelly, who does massages with 

her feet. He met her at juggle fest (obviously). When I got there, there were parallel bars 

attached to the ceiling that she holds onto as she massages. The technique is called 

ashiatsu. Let me tell you- best fucking massage I have ever had. Also, you were there. 

With all of the release of endorphins, increased blood flow and the deep pressure I think I 

entered into an altered state. Like eating ‘shrooms.  

 

At one point it felt like both of her hands and both of her feet were massaging me but the 

full weight of her body was not on me. It was turning me on in an unexpected way. I 

thought- I wish there was a mirror so I could see what she is doing. I turned my head and 

there was one, full length taking up the entire wall parallel to my body. I didn’t remember 

it being there when I walked in. It took me a second to focus but then do you know what I 

saw? It was you. You were hanging from the bars slowly rocking your feet deep into the 

aching muscles in my back. Somehow I wasn’t even surprised, just glad. You put both 

feet together so your toes were on the small of my back and your heels crested the mound 

of my ass. You slowly slid your heels down the sides of my hips opening up my lower 

back muscles until I let out a sigh verging on a moan. Then you slid your whole body on 

top of mine, your front to my back. I felt you touching every inch of my body all at once. 

Do you know that painting The Dream of the Fisherman’s Wife? It felt like that. It felt so 

familiar and comforting to have your full weight on top of me again. Slowly like the tide 

lapping further and further up the sand, the feeling of comfort turned erotic. I reached my 

hand under my hips into the damp, cool center of my pleasure, your hand was already 

there. You then pulled me to the edge of the table, my thighs pressing against the side 

offering resistance as you pressed inside of me.  

 

It all at once felt like so many times that you have fucked me in the past but also like the 

first time you were truly in me. Your hands held my hips and I held your hands. I 

pictured the white tips of waves, tap roots reaching deep into the dark subterranean earth, 

the purple of mountain tops at dusk, morning glories opening to the sun and then…fire. I 

could distantly hear my own moaning as what had been pulled tight inside of me released 

with a ripple of pleasure and pain. I watched in the mirror as your rocking slowed. You 



 

 

brought your lips close to my ear, your breath smelled like smoke and pine resin.  Your 

soft warm lips brushed my skin as you whispered “poppy”. And with that I woke up, 

laying flat on my stomach, no smoke, no resin and when I turned my head I realized there 

was no mirror either. “You fell asleep” Shelly said, she was standing next to me adjusting 

the sheets.  

 

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN????? My therapist still says I am not crazy but to let her 

know ASAP if I start “dreaming” during the day. AKA hallucinating. Glad someone is 

keeping an eye on me.  

 

Lastly, I am so sad that you are sick. And a little worried. Please take care of yourself and 

take it easy. Let me know when they figure out what’s going on. If you don’t start feeling 

better please come home. To me.  

 

I love you, 

Midge 

 

Midge, 

 

The doctor was a rough old broad with chin whiskers, but smart and warm. She insisted 

that I take a pregnancy test, and I told her that these forests would freeze before I could 

be pregnant. She said she had heard that before and then I explained to her what a Gold 

Star is and the actual impossibility of it. “Besides,” I said, “the nausea has all but gone 

away. I feel better.” 

 

I pee into the cup anyway, I figure it’s not worth putting up a fight. And I like her.   

 

Five minutes later she tells me that it’s positive. I tell her that is literally impossible. It 

must be a false positive. We go back and forth and she decides to draw blood to confirm. 

Okay, so then the blood test comes back. “No wonder you’re feeling better,” she said, 

“you’re already through the first trimester. I’d guess at about fourteen weeks.” I insisted 

on an ultrasound as proof. And there it was. A seed. A creature. A baby. Arms, legs, eyes, 

head. An adorably freaky, doughy alien. I’m floored. “How did it get there?” I asked the 

doctor. She was so nonchalant, like “Yep, honey! That’s why I always check!” She said it 

was for me to figure out how it got there.  

 

I swear Midge. I have not done anything in your absence that would have led to this 

outcome. It must be your magic, transmitted through your dream tentacles. What in the 

actual hell. So yes, I am coming home to you, we are coming home to you now. We are 

probably in the air as you read this. They def wouldn’t allow me to finish out the season 

now. Can you have some pickle spears on hand? Can’t stop eating them. Can you also, 

while you’re at it, figure out how this happened? 

 

I guess I have some magic in me after all? 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

To my sweet and curious baby on her second birthday,  

 

I decided it was a good time to start writing the story of how you came to be so we could 

at least try to explain it to you when you are old enough to understand. Maybe that will 

be when you are 18? 21? or maybe as a two year old you understand this far more than 

we ever will as you are so much closer to The Source right now. Maybe by the time you 

read this you will have had a relationship, a heartbreak and/or maybe even some magic in 

your life which will help you understand your creation story.  

 

Originally I was the one who wanted to “have” you and by that I mean be pregnant with 

you, grow you inside of me. But as you know it was Boppy who got to do that. You just 

recently started calling her that. While we were busy trying to figure out a gender-neutral 

name for you to call her you just decided on one yourself, and it’s a perfect fit! 

 

I am including in this packet excerpts from some of the letters Boppy and I were sending 

back and forth to each other while you were already growing inside of her. I took out 

some things that might make you cringe or make us blush but hopefully what is left will 

give you a sense of how extra-ordinary your start was. We still don’t understand and 

rarely share the story with people outside of our ultra-queer or mystically religious 

friends (who tend to be the same people) who still have room in their imagination for the 

unexpected. But here you are. We wake up every day delighted (and sometimes a little 

afraid, tbh) as the world reveals itself to you and you reveal yourself to the world, in turn. 

And every day your wonder becomes our own. 

 

Your older brother, who we adopted after you came into our lives, has a different origin 

story that does not involve “immaculate conception.” However, his story is no less laced 

with magic than yours – he is like how flowers bloom in the cracks of a sidewalk, like a 

seed that germinates after a wildfire - his flourishing was against all odds. No less 

miraculous than you – you, seed who germinated your own self. We couldn’t love either 

of you any more or any less, because we love you both completely. 

 

God has blessed us with so many opportunities to watch something bloom out of nothing 

and we are grateful. But seeing this means we must open up, grow, burn, and open up 

again. This is our family’s myth and also our truth – what we must live, always, whether 

we believe it or not.  

 

Love,  

Mama 


